This document contains samples of visual design for both interactive and print media.

Please view www.tobyrosser.com for additional samples or contact tobyrosser@gmail for more information.
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BASED ON SIMPLY FRESH MOOD

DESIGN OPTION 2

MOBILE VIEW
Conference theme design for annual industry conference.
Welcome to Pepsico Academy

Speech Support Title
Informational graphic on cloud computing.
Informational graphic on world disasters.
Information Design for Aurion Pro

SOLUTIONS FOR EVERY TOUCH POINT OF YOUR CUSTOMER ENGAGEMENT CYCLE
Aurionpro Customer Engagement platform allows clients to own their customer’s digital footprint transforming their customer’s experience of their brand. It allows clients to deliver and sustain a delightful, immersive and simplified digital experience to customers.

REVENUE MAXIMIZATION  INTENSIFIED LOYALTY  ENHANCED EFFICIENCIES

Banking & Biotech  Telecom  Insurance  Retail

Customer Relationship Management  Business Intelligence

Delivery Modes
WEB  IVR  BRANCH  TEXT  STATEMENT

OptiQ  Traffic Management System
Experia  Digital Signage Solution
Iserve  Self Serve Smart Station
Insight  Customer Survey & Feedback System
Connect  Interactive Customer Communication Solution

THE ACE PLATFORM
XTREME PERSONALIZATION
ANALYTICS
AUTOMATION

Logo mark design for RGBS
KNOW YOUR HISTORY

Our EzTrends software allows you to display and log all engine performance data, FREE with JPI EDM instruments.

EDM 930
The EDM930 is certified as a primary flight instrument. With the 930 on board, you can remove most of your old engine gauges, and open up valuable panel space.

EDM 960 TWIN
The EDM960 is certified as a primary flight instrument. The 960 can open up space in your panel, allow precise engine management, and log performance history.

EDM 900
The EDM900 is certified as a primary flight instrument, featuring all engine readouts in a user configurable format. The EDM900 can be placed vertically or horizontally.

EDM 830
The EDM830 with fuel flow and a full GPS interface is offset to allow a vertical or horizontal fit in any panel. Homebuilders can also use the EDM740 version of this EDM.

After your flight, your EDM can be downloaded into our free EzTrends software program. By reviewing your engine's flight data history you can spot performance trends before they become problems, increasing flight safety.

Technology That Works.
SALES: 1-800-345-4574 | 714-557-3805 | FAX: 714-557-9840
www.jpinstruments.com

CHECK WITH OUR DEALERS:
Aircraft Spruce
Chief Aircraft
Gami
Gulf Coast Avionics
Pacific Coast Avionics
Sarasota Avionics
THE ULTIMATE MIXOLOGIST CONTEST

Bartenders in cities across the globe compete to create cocktails that capture the imagination using Angostura aromatic bitters as an ingredient.
THE ULTIMATE MIXOLOGIST CONTEST

Bartenders in cities across the globe compete to create cocktails that capture the imagination using Angostura aromatic bitters as an ingredient.